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decision was taken to convene this Conference also in that city, on
18th August. The spokesmen for Left Communism on the platform
included such leading figures as otto RUhle from oresden and Karl
Schröder and Friedrich Wendel from Berlin. In the course of a
discussion lasting many hours, the true c1ass character of
Bolshevism was subjected to a penetrating and exhaustive ana1ysls.
It was revea1ed to be an anti-proletarian ideology in e sevice of
a petit-bourgeois c1ass' in Russia which had arisen as a consequence
of the fai1ure of the Russian bourgeoisie proper to lead what was
essentia11ya bourgeois-type revo1ution, and which employed Marxist
termino10gy in order to disguise its true c1ass character and to
harness the pro1etariat to its perspectives. These,' it was pointed
out, were origina11y restricted to the construction of a
bureaucratica11y deformed socia1ism in Russia, but wit~'the victory
of .the Russian Revo1ution and the" formation of a Bo1shevlk
Government, they had acqulred a dangerous1y powerfu1 and wldespread
inf1uence wlthin the international pro1etarian' movement in
particu1ar.

The Second Congress of the KPo was due to be convened some 2~ months
later at the mediaeval fortress town of Heidelberg, on the river
Neckar. At this Congress, a version of Radek's Report to the Berlin
Reich Conference of 9th January, one suitably embellished with
revolutionary Marxist phrases for the benefit, as the Levi
leadership patronisingly believed, of the membership and presented
under the tit1e "Zur Taktik des Kommunismus" ("On the Tactics of
COMmUnism") was read out in his absence. Although it proved to be
insufficiently influential as to win over to revolutionary Communism
a majority of delegates at the Heidelberg Congress against the
l'Iassiveresources of the ECCl 1I\achineand the unlimited flnancial
means at the disposal of the Comintern, the Frankfurt-am-Maln
Conference was nevertheless successful in fulfi11ing its main
purpose: to clarify the main lines of demarcation between
revolutionary Marxism and Bolshevism, which lt correctly
characterised as ·petit-bourgeois Social oemocracy wearing ~ left
mask"; on that basis to develop the criticism of Bolshevism from
princlpled Marxist positions; and, finally, as perhaps,the most
significant achievement of all the contrlbutions of Left, or
Counci1, COMmUnism to the revolutionary movement of the German and
world working class, to begin the task of elaborating at least the
main principles on .which a strategy faro the proletarian revot ut.i on
in the candftions of a develaped capitalist sacial and class terrain
should be based. As a result of these not inconsiderable
achievements, many of which, indeed, have come to be understood, and
may to this day' be looked upon as, important milestones in the
theoretically conscious elaboration of the fundamental princlples of
that development of modern revolutlonary Marxism whlch has come to
be known as Councl1 Communlsm, it was possible for the Left
Communist delegates to the Second (Heidelberg) Congress to hold
their ranks firm against the massive Bolshevik bid to destroy
revolutianary Marxlsm in the German proletarian movement and to
regroup in preparation for the formation of a new Party. At the
Congress itself, upon the sycophants of Bo1~hevism and Left Social
oemocracy winning the vote on the ECCI's policy proposals by 31
votes to 18, they walked out as a disciplined body and, after
repairing to a nearby meeting-place, passed a unanimous decision to
initiate measures to convene a new Congress at which the Communist
Party of Germany would be founded anew on the basis of revo1utionary
Marxism. This decision was subsequently carried out at a Congress
convened in Ber1in on 4-5th. April 1920, at which the
"Kommunistische Arbeiterpartei oeutschlands" ("Communist Workers'
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Party of Germany") was founded. (For further information on the
early history of the KPo, KAPo and AAUo, please see also Note 4 of
Appendix land Notes 2 and 3 of this Appendix).

5. Paragraph ending:"It was our task ••• to deliver the appropriate
charges concerning the traitorous stance adopted by the Central
Committee of the KPo towards the strugg1e in the Ruhr".

The immediate consequences of the Heidelberg Congress were litt1e
short of disastrous for the KPo and the Levi leadership. As soon as
news of the expulsion of the - amongst the KPo rank-and-file still
dominant - Left Communist tendency reached the wider movement, its
resu1t was a drastic fall in both membership and mass support. At
the Congress itself, the Secretariat of the Central Committee was
able to report a total membership, as at lst. October 1919, of - in
round figures - 107,000, of which the 5 largest Party Districts
were: Berlin-Brandenburg: 12,000; Erzgebirge-Vogtland: 14,000;
Rheinland-Westphalia: 12,000; WUrttemberg: 4,600; North-West
(Bremen): 9,700." Three months later, in January 1920, total
membership had fallen to just over 51,000. More than half of the
membership took up posi'tions in support of the Left Opposition, and
of these a sizeable proportion (estimated at 43,000) transferred
their membership to the KAPo.
In the course of the months that followed during which, as a
reaction against the rightist soclal-democratic positions irispired
by Radek at the behest of the ECCI, a 1eft-of-centre tendency
grouped around Heinrich Brand1er from Chemnitz and August Thalheimer
from Stuttgart had begun to manifest itself in the immediate
post-Congress period - the KPo leadership attempted to regain its
lost support and to recoup its damaging 10sses in membership through
a crude administrative measure as alienating as it was demagogic: it
decided to make a scapegoat out of its faithful - but now, for its
present tactical purposes, too rightist - lackey, Levi. Accordingly,
in November 1920 he was relieved of his positiorias General
Secretary and expelled from the C.C. Thus fe11 the first victim in
that internecine inner-party war, according to the rules of which a
leadership which in reality is collectively responsib1e for the
Party's fortunes, wellor il1, may select a victim from amongst its
own number and so seek to purge itself of its collective guilt by
cannibalistica11y eliminating a former Comrade.

The removal of Levi then opened the way for negotiations to begin
between the KPo 1eadeship and the majority 1eft wing of the USPO,
with the aim of bringing about a fusion of the two parties - a step
which commanded considerab1e rank-and-fi1e support amongst both
party memberships. This amalgamation was effected in December 1920.
The result was the "Vereinigte Kommunistische Partei oeutschlands"
("United Communist Party of Germany"), and the new united KPo-USPO
leadership began its career by adopting a more militant stance in
al1 important issues then coming to a head within the rapidly
developing revo1utionary sit~tlon.

.Nevertheless, the f~ct did not pass unnoticed amongst more
astute observers lnside and outside the new VKPo that the new,
supposedly left, leadership had failed conspicuously to drop the
most basic plank of all in the platform of the old pre-unfication
KPo; the securing of a "united front from above" with the SPD
leadership. The conclusion was rightly drawn that the left poses
adopted by the.new. VKPo .leadership were' 1ittle more than a sugar






























































